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You can prevent the putrid smell of cutting �uid!
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Deodorizing liquid for putrid 
smell of cutting fluid!

kunkunkunkunkunLiquid
Content / 500ml

Specialized

 for water-soluble 

cutting fluid

Use it with DASH-kun, 
then antimicrobial 
and antifungal effect increases 
and bad smell is blocked!
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Characteristics

Liquid DASH-kun is an organic synthetic agent mainly consists of dimethyl, phenyl, and sulfamide.
It inhibits the action of enzymes which make the cell membrane of bacteria and molds and suppresses the 
growth of microorganisms.
Liquid DASH-kun stably works for any fungi with small amount. It is an excellent agent.
(*Liquid DASH-kun is not an antimicrobial.)

Main active ingredient / dimethyl, phenyl, and sulfamide
Stable temperature of agent / - 60°C - 390°C
Resistant bacteria / Liquid DASH-kun is an synthetic agent consists of some ingredients. Resistant bacteria are seldom seen. 
Effective pH / pH 1 – pH 14
Great safety. We do not use ingredients that are not listed on Inventory of Existing Commercial Chemical Substances (METI).
Long-lasting sustainability.

* We send MSDS (Material Safety Data Sheet) on your request.* We send MSDS (Material Safety Data Sheet) on your request.
How to use

The liquid settles on the bottom before you use it. Shake the product well to agitate it then mix it into the cutting fluid. 
When you use Liquid DASH-kun and DASH-kun, the standard volume is 1 bottle of Liquid DASH-kun for 300L tank.
The volume varies depending on the degree of dirt of cutting fluid.

Warnings

Specifications, shape, color etc. in the catalogue can be changed without prior notice

Make sure to keep the product at a place out of a little child's 
reach.This product is not a drink. If you mistakenly drink it, stay 
quiet and immediately go to a doctor. If you get the product in 
your eyes, immediately wash your eyes with a lot of running 
water for more than 15 minutes. If you feel pain longer, go to a 
doctor.If the product attached to the skin, promptly wipe it with 
cloth and wash the attached part thoroughly with soapy water.
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